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Abstract 
Contemporary data centres rely heavily on forecasts to accurately predict future workload. The accuracy of a forecast greatly 
depends upon the merit of performance data fed to the underlying algorithms. One of the fundamental problems faced by analysts 
in preparing data for use in forecasting is the timely identification of data discontinuities. A discontinuity is an abrupt change in a 
time-series pattern of a performance counter that persists but does not recur. We used a supervised and an unsupervised techniques 
to automatically identify the important performance counters that are likely indicators of discontinuities within performance data. 
We compared the performance of our approaches by conducting a case study on the performance data obtained from a large scale 
cloud provider as well as on open source benchmarks systems. The supervised counter selection approach has superior results in 
terms of unsupervised approach but bears an overhead of manual labelling of the performance data. 
© 2016 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V. 
Peer-review under responsibility of the Conference Program Chairs. 
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1. Introduction 
As organizations grow, their data centers inevitably become larger and more complex. These centers usually 
provide numerous services to the internal and external users; such services are commonly deployed on virtual machines 
(VMs) across a cluster of computing devices, which can either be the property of the organization (i.e., a “private 
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cloud”) or be rented from a public cloud provider such as Amazon EC2. In both cases, private and public, managing 
“the cloud” requires appropriate virtualization and cost-effective provisioning of the infrastructure with respect to the 
type and size of the service requests (i.e., the workload). The implementation of this virtualization and provisioning 
needs to be carefully considered. Traditionally, most of the research on hardware provisioning of data centers and 
service management of cloud environments has been focused on the dynamic allocation methods, load migration, 
virtual machine consolidation, and balancing strategies.  
Performance of all these algorithms depends heavily on the quality of input data (i.e., the predicted/forcasting 
workload), Hence, practitioners and data scientists spend considerable time (e.g., up to 80%) in preparing data for their 
forecast algorithms. One of the fundamental problems faced by analysts in preparing data for long-term forecast is the 
identification and removal of data discontinuities. To date, there does not exist any automated approach to assist data 
center operators in detecting discontinuities in the performance data.   
A discontinuity is an abrupt change in a time-series pattern that persists but does not reoccur. Examples include a) 
a significant change in a counter’s value b) a significant change in the slope (rate of change) of the counter’s value, c) 
a significant change in a cycle or amplitude or both. Discontinuities do not occur instantaneously, but over a brief 
period called a transition period. If an analyst recognizes that a discontinuity has occurred, they may want to ignore 
the early data and base their forecast on the measurements taken after the discontinuity. Moreover, detecting a 
discontinuity provides an analyst a reference point to retrain their forecasting models and make necessary adjustments. 
Therefore, analysts require automated techniques that can identify discontinuities among thousands of performance 
counters collected across hundreds of machines. 
In our previous work2, we introduced an unsupervised and supervised approach to reduce the volume of 
performance counter by synthesizing performance signatures. These performance counters are minimal set of 
performance counters that describe the essential characteristics of the system being monitors (actively or passively). 
Furthermore, we used unsupervised approach to detect discontinuity in for identifying discontinuities in performance 
data from 5,000 machines over a span of seven years10. In this paper we compare the performance of both supervised 
and unsupervised approach in detecting discontinuities in performance data of large scale systems. 
2. Overview of the Methodology 
In this section of the paper we provide an overview of our methodology for discontinuity detection using both 
supervised and unsupervised signature techniques. 
2.1. Unsupervised Approach 
The performance logs obtained from the production environment consists of thousands of performance counters. Many 
of the performance counters are either invariants such as ‘Component Uptime’, ‘Component Last Failure’  or  are 
configuration constants, such as ‘No of DB Connections Allowed”, ‘Message Queue Length’ and ‘Total Component 
Memory’. These counters captures little variance and the values of such performance counters seldom change or 
correlate to dependent variable such as workload volume. These variables are of little help to analysts in detecting 
discontinuities. We use a robust and scalable statistical technique i.e., Principal Component Analysis (PCA) to identify 
a few of the performance counter that capture the maximum variation of the collected data and have the potential to  
capture discontinuities in their time series counter values. We choose PCA due to a) our previous success in using it 
with performance data of a large-scale system and b) its superior performance in identifying performance counters 
that are sensitive to minute changes in both workload and environment as compared to many other supervised and 
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unsupervised machine learning techniques2. We provide an overview of the PCA based performance counter selection 
technique in this paper. Further details are discussed in our previous work3. Basically, the high level goal of using 
PCA in our context is the same as using clustering: selecting the least correlated subset of performance counters that 
can still explain the maximum variations in the data, thereby eliminating performance counters capturing little variance 
such as invariants and configurations related performance counters. The performance counters identified by PCA 
approach are potentially good candidates for detecting any occurring discontinuities. These performance counters are 
fed into the next step of our methodology to first detect the presence of anomalies and then to identify discontinuities 
among them, if any exist. 
2.2. Supervised Approach 
We introduce a supervised performance counter selection approach, i.e., WRAPPER approach. It requires the 
intervention of the performance analyst in the data preparation phase and thereby is supervised and may be considered 
as a semi-automated approach. We modeled identifying the important performance counter as a feature section 
problem, where each performance counter represents a feature. The goal of feature selection for supervised learning 
is to find the smallest feature subset that best uncovers clusters form data according to the preferred criterion. The 
feature selection or supervised learning can be subdivided into filter method and wrapper method. In this approach, 
we use a wrapper-based attribute selection technique for recommending important performance counters. Wrapper-
based attribute selection has shown promising results in the software engineering literature. However there is no “one 
best attribute selection” approach that works for any type of data. Our WRAPPER approach is the first attempt for 
applying an attribute selection on performance counters of large scale systems, which can be studied more in the 
future. In a nutshell, in this technique, a search algorithm (e.g., a greedy or genetic search algorithm) is usually used 
to optimize the selection of the subset of the attributes, with respect to the accuracy of their prediction. The accuracy 
of a subset is measured by a prediction model, e.g., OneR, decision tree, or regression model. In this paper, we use a 
very basic wrapper-based attribute selection (Decision Tree-C4.5 - genetic search), which can potentially be improved 
in future experimentations. C4.5 is chosen as the most basic prediction model. We use a genetic search implemented 
in Weka to maximize the prediction accuracy of the subset. Basically, the fitness function of the Genetic search is the 
accuracy of the C4.5 model made by the selected attributes. To keep our WRAPPER approach as the most basic 
supervised approach, we did not tune the parameters for the Genetic search. We simply reused Weka’s recommended 
values (crossover probability=0.6 and mutation probability=0.033, maximum generation=20, and population size=20). 
The attribute selection is validated by a standard 10-fold cross validation process, which starts by partitioning the 
input performance counter data to 10 folds. The wrapper selection algorithm takes one partition (fold) at a time as the 
test set and trains on the remaining nine partitions. The output of applying the wrapper-based attribute selection on 
each fold is a set of performance counters, represented by SPC-1 to SPC-10 in Fig.1. These counters are the best 
performance deviation predictors recommended by the WRAPPER approach. We then select the top k performance 
counters, which are selected most in the 10 folds. The frequency for each performance counter variable is calculated 
based on the number of times it appears in the folds divided by the total number of folds. Selecting the top k is based 
on one of the two heuristics: “% Frequency”, i.e., the minimum percentage of times that the performance counter is 
selected in the 10 folds, or “Count”, i.e., the exact number of counters desired.  
2.3. Anomaly Detection 
We discover discontinuities by presuming that discontinuities cannot be well modelled by a low order polynomial 
function. Given an input time series {v[t]} we approximate this series by the quadratic function f(t) = c+bt+at2 that 
minimizes the least squared error LSE.  We presume that series containing sudden dramatic changes, anomalies, or 
discontinuities will not be fit as well by this approximation and so have a larger LSE.  To discover exactly where 
difficulties arise in fitting this model to the data, we begin by modelling the n data points as n consecutive quadratics 
fi having coefficients {c = v[ti], a = b = 0} and consequently LSE=0.  A greedy algorithm selectively replaces pairs 
of consecutive quadratics modelling adjacent data by a single quadratic until our time series is modelled by a single 
quadratic.  At each step selection is chosen so that the increase in the total LSE is minimized.  Replacements with the 
same increase in LSE are chosen by giving priority to those new quadratics having smaller |ai|, then |bi|, and then if 
necessary modelling shorter subsequences. At each step the two data points that cease to be at the end of a subsequence 
when subsequences are merged have a cost associated with them.  This cost is simply the total increase in the LSE of 
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the subsequence they formally belonged when this subsequence is modelled by a quadratic spanning the longer now 
combined pair of subsequences. Costs can be standardized (having mean μ=0, and variance Ϭ2=1) if cost on different 
inputs must be comparable. Cost reflects the poor fit which results when unifying consecutive subsequences at a point 
under a common quadratic model. Since the total LSE it is related to the length of the subsequence unified, cost is 
also influenced by reluctance of our greedy algorithm to undertake early unification at a point.  Largest costs thus 
suggest positions where the most egregious anomalies/discontinuities occur. Using dynamic programming optimal 
quadratic coefficients can be computed at each step in constant time.  Since σ ୬ିଵ୧ୀଵ ൌ ሺଶ െ ሻȀʹ quadratics are 
computed, and following each computation a total LSE is then calculated on typically far fewer than n values, the 
algorithm runs in at worst Ο(ଷ).   
2.4. Discontinuity Detection  
This step of our approach filters out discontinuities among all the previously identified anomalies by the previous 
step After the anomaly transition period has passed, the value of the performance counters returns back to its 
equilibrium state, i.e., stable state with respect to the workload. In the event of a discontinuity, the increase or decrease 
in the value of a performance counter persists after the transition period. This sub-step of our approach compares the 
distribution of a performance counter before and after the anomaly transition period. We use Wilcoxon rank-sum test4 
to compare the two distributions. We choose this test because it is non-parametric and does not require the data to be 
normally distributed. Our underlying data obtained from both industrial and the open source system (discussed in 
section V) is not normally distributed. We conducted Shapiro–Wilk test of normality3 to confirm that our data obtained 
from both industrial and an open source system is not normally distributed.  For the Wilcoxon rank-sum test, at the 
significance level of 1% (i.e., 0.01), ρ-value < 0.001 indicates that the null hypothesis (H0) (i.e., the two distributions 
are same) is rejected; we can conclude the presence of a discontinuity. We measure the effect sizes of the difference 
in the distribution of performance counter values before and after an anomaly, in order to confirm discontinuities. 
Unlike the Wilcoxon rank-sum test, which only indicates if the difference of the mean between two populations are 
statically significant, effect size quantifies the difference between two populations. Research has shown that reporting 
only the statistical significance may lead to erroneous results5 (i.e., if the sample size is very large, p-value can be 
small even if the difference is trivial). We use Cohen’s d to quantify the effect5. Cohen’s d measures the effect size 
statically, and had been used in prior engineering studies5-6. Cohen’s d is defined as: ܥ݋݄̰݁݊Ԣݏ݀ ൌ ሺݔҧ̴ͳ െ ݔҧ̴ʹሻȀݏ.               
Where തଵ and തଶ are the means of two populations, and  is the pooled standard deviation7. The strength of the 
effects and the corresponding ranges of Cohen’s d value are8 trivial, small, medium and large. 
3. Case Study 
The main goal of this case study is to investigate the effectiveness of our proposed supervised and unsupervised 
important performance counter selection approaches towards identifying discontinuities in performance data.  
3.1. Subject of Study and Environmental Setup 
In this section, we describe the environment setup for the system used in our case study. 
The Industrial System: A data center provided us with the production performance logs of their data center spanning 
over terabytes (TB). The log contained a wealth of performance counters obtained from 5,500 grids hosting 279 
companies over the period of 7 years. The peak number of servers running across grids in any hour is 12,088. 
Maximum CPUs on a server is 32. 
Open Source Systems:  (a) E-commerce system: The first open source system under study is Dell DVD Store (DS2) 
application9, which is an open source prototype of an online e-commerce website. It is designed for benchmarking 
Dell hardware. The fig. 2 shows the components of the test environment for the E-commerce system. (b) Cloud Serving 
System: The second open source system under study is Yahoo! Cloud Serving benchmark system (YCSB). The YCSB 
system is used to benchmark cloud-serving systems such as BigTable, PNUTS, Cassandra, HBase, Azure, CouchDB, 
SimpleDB, Voldemort, and others. Cloud serving systems provide online read/write access to data. That is, usually a 
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web user is waiting for a web page to load, and reads and writes to the database are carried out as part of the page 
construction and delivery. In contrasts, batch or analytical systems such as Hadoop or relational OLAP systems 
provide only near-line or Offline queries, and are not typically used to support serving workloads. For our experiments, 
we have used YCSB with Apache Cassandra (hereafter, referred only as Cassandra). We choose Cassandra over other 
cloud serving system such as PNUTS and VoltDB because it is developed by Facebook, built on Amazon’s Dynamo 
and Google’s Big Table, is a distributed database for managing large amounts of structured data across many 
commodity servers, while providing highly available service and no single point of failure. The YCSB Client is a Java 
program for generating the data to be loaded to the Cassandra, and generating the operations which make up the 
workload. The components of YCSB are shown in fig.3. The straightforward operation is that the workload executor 
drives multiple client threads. Each thread executes a sequential series of operations by making calls to the database 
interface layer, both to load the database (the load phase) and to execute the workload (the transaction phase). The 
threads throttle the rate at which they generate requests, so that we may directly control the offered load against the 
database. The threads also measure the latency and achieved throughput of their operations, and report these 
measurements to the statistics module of the YCSB. The components of the test environment for our cloud serving 
system is shown in fig.3. We used 15 server-class machines (Intel Xeon E5-2403 processor, 8GB of RAM and 500GB 
HD and gigabit ethernet). We dedicated one machine for running YCSB client. The baseline throughput was achieved 
by running 500 threads. In most cases, the machine hosting YCSB client was idle, as most of the time was spent 
waiting for the Cassandra to respond. We used the Cassandra 2.2.0 for all the experiments. 
Simulation:  Practitioner of the data center provided us with an excel sheet that had synthetic data (representation of 
a performance log) along with manufactured discontinuities generated using statistical equations and formulas. 
However, they did not communicate the occurrence of manufactured discontinuities in the data to us. 
3.2. Workloads 
E-commerce system:  To enable the replication of our experiments we used the baseline workload for the DS10. 
Cloud serving system: YCSB client consists of two parts: a) a workload generator and b) the set of scenarios, known 
as workloads, which perform reads, writes and updates. For our performance test experiments we used the YCSB 
predefined workloads as: 1) Workload A: Update heavy. This workload has a mix of 50% reads and 50% updates.  2) 
Workload B: Read heavy. This workload has a 95% of reads and 5% of updates. 3) Workload C: Read only. This 
workload is 100% read. 4) Workload D: Read latest. This workload has a 95% of reads and 5% of inserts. 5) Workload 
E: Short ranges. This workload has a 95% of scans and a 5% of inserts. 6) Workload F: Read-modify-write. In this 
workload, the client will read a record, modify it, and write back the changes.  
3.3. Fault Injection and Experiments 
To compare the effectiveness of our supervised and unsupervised signature approaches, we designed nine 
performance test experiment and seeded anomalies and discontinuity in the experiment. Due to space constraints we 
briefly list the experiments: 
Experiment 1: We injected anomalies in our DS application by triggering resource exhaustion, i.e., stressed the CPU 
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of one the machine used in performance test experiment. The idea was to perturb the normal performance of the 
system. Experiment 2: We conducted a performance test and injected a memory bug into the webserver of the DS2. 
Experiment 3: We ran the performance test using DS. During the performance test we started an antivirus scan for 10 
minutes to mimic interfering workload anomaly. Experiment 4: We ran a performance test using baseline workload 
without injecting any anomaly or discontinuity. The motivation behind experiment 4 was evaluate the consistency of 
the proposed methodology. Experiment 5: This experiment is performed on the synthetic data. We used mathematical 
formulas to generate cyclic performance counter value to mimic discontinuity. Experiment 6: This experiment was 
conducted on the production data. The analyst of a data center gave us performance counter log with known 
discontinuity in it.  Experiment 7: Cloud serving system are designed to Size-up to sustain flash crowds, i.e., when 
serving system see sudden, large, and often unforeseen increase in request rates. We used update heavy workload 
(Read: 50% and Update: 50%), suitable to mimic the flash crowd, i.e., recording recent actions in a user session. We 
doubled the baseline number of threads of YCSB client to increase the workload by two folds. Since update heavy is 
a disk sensitive workload, therefore, we started ‘bulk load’ operation on each of the fourteen machines to increase the 
read latency causing Size-up Saturation. Experiment 8 (Elastic Speedup): This experiment was conducted in two 
steps; a normal run and a skewed run. As a first step (i.e., normal run), we first started two servers and loaded 200GB 
of data on them. Second, we started YCSB client to execute workload- F, i.e., read-modify-write following the uniform 
distribution. We then added more servers, one at time, until we had all the fourteen servers running. After adding each 
server, we waited for a long time, to allow the system to stabilize before adding a new server. Once we had all the 
fourteen server running, we plotted the average read latency. We found that after adding a server, the average read 
latency spikes initially, and stabilized to the slightly lower value than the previous servers, within five minutes. This 
indicates that the Cassandra is able to quickly shift read and write load to the new server, resulting into a lower latency, 
i.e., performance improvement. For the skewed run, we repeated the entire process of the normal run, except that 
while adding servers, one at time, we ran a ‘bulk load’ process on each of the server, only for the first five minutes. 
The priority of the process was set to real-time and affinity was set on all cores. As a result, for each added server, it 
doubled the time to stabilized to the slightly lower value than the previous servers ─ representing a long period of 
disruption ─ impacting elastic speedup. Experiment  9 (Scale-up Saturation): We ran Workload A ─ Update heavy, 
i.e., workload with a mix of 50% reads and 50% updates, followed ‘latest distribution’ model, and noted the average 
throughput available by YCSB. We define throughput measurement mi = ops; where ops is the number of operations 
completed over a given time period ti by an YCSB thread. We induced the workload using 500 YCSB client threads 
and collected the throughput via YCSB statistic module. We also logged disk IOPS for all the 14 machines using 
‘perfmon’ tool over the period of eight hours. We called this run as our baseline run for experiment 9. We did another 
run, keeping the hardware constant as that of the baseline run, however, a) double the number of threads and b) 
throttled two CPU cores on each of the 14 machine to 80% of their capacity using ‘win throttle’ to mimic Scale-up 
Saturation. This decreased the throughput via more than two folds due to intense operation request queue buildup at 
Cassandra without any decrease in disk IOPS in comparison to the baseline test. We now report our findings under 
varying effect size, the effectiveness of our proposed approach. The results are listed using the definition of our 
performance measure (i.e., Precision, Recall and F-measure) for all the case study experiments. For the first three 
experiments, the values reported in Table 1 are the averages of thirty runs per experiment. The ‘Total’ counters size 
represents the number of performance counters harvested from the system-under-test.  The ‘selected’ counter refers 
to number of performance counters selected among the pool of Topk counters recommended by our PCA approach 
that have higher likelihood of revealing discontinuities (if any occurred) . The main constraint on the number of Topk 
counters come from practicality. The performance analysts of our industrial partner advised us that they consider 20 
performance counters as the maximum that are manageable. Any increase in the number of performance counters 
beyond 20 negatively affects the human capability to effectively examine and confirm the underlying discontinuities; 
or to understand the root-cause of an observed discontinuity, so as to adjust the parameters of forecast models 
accordingly.  
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Overall, our approach has a higher average recall in comparison to its precision. For experiments 1 to 5 (excluding 
experiment 4), using large effect size, the approach performance is ideal because a) we had limited types of 
discontinuities to inject, and b) discontinuities variations (i.e., abrupt change (jump) in counter values) are limited as 
compared to what is observed in the production environment. In experiment 5 (production data), our approach 
performed best with an effect size set to ‘Medium’. The approach is very sensitive to the variation in the performance 
data; therefore the efficiency of our approach suffers when effect size (i.e., sensitivity) is set to ‘trivial’ and our 
approach achieved the minimum precision of 0.50. We investigated the rationale behind the poor performance of the 
approach for ‘Trivial effect size’. Under extreme load such as in experiment 1, where CPU anomaly and 8X workload 
discontinuity is injected, it takes a long time for CPU counter to stabilize and return to its normal state, perturbing the  
equilibrium of counter’s distribution beyond the next injected fault. Comparing the distribution of ‘% CPU Utilization’ 
before and after the transition period of an anomaly (i.e., injected fault), the technique picked up even this minute 
variation (ܥ݋݄݁݊ᇱݏ݀ ൑ ͲǤʹ) due to carryover effect and marked it as a disconnect. Similarly, for experiment 1, we 
also found that under extreme CPU stress, the database server refused connection from all of the four webservers in 
the system under test. This is the default behaviour of MYSQL server under extreme stress. The webservers facing 
heavy workload volume (i.e., from load generators), a) started appending all the intermediate transaction to the disk 
on priority basis, so that the transaction are not lost and are  routed to the database server as soon as the connection is 
established with it. This caused the values of “Disk-IOPS” to rise considerably higher and b) reattempted to establish 
connection with MYSQL server every 10 seconds, causing higher than normal variation in the value of the 
‘NIC_controller_packet sent’ counter. Moreover, due to the MYSQL server under stress, the transaction response time 
also increased. All these unexpected variations in the performance counter data are perceived as discontinuities by our 
proposed approach when sensitivity parameter is set too low, i.e. ‘Trivial’. Our approach performed well when the 
effect size is set to higher levels. This is because being the carry-over effect of anomalies, and minute external variation 
such as linear growth in counter value or its value drift over time is filtered. 
TABLE 1: The effectiveness of the proposed discontinuity identification methodology using supervised and unsupervised counter 
selection approaches. 
 Cohen’s D Effect Size  
E x p
-  i d 
Trivial Small 
Counter Size 
Unsupervised 
Counter Selection 
Supervised Counter 
Selection 
Unsupervised 
Counter Selection 
Supervised Counter 
Selection 
Prec Rec F-M Prec Rec F-M Prec Rec F-M Prec Rec F-M Selected Total 
1 0.50 0.80 0.62 0.50 0.80 0.62 0.66 1.00 0.80 0.70 1.00 0.82 20 220 
2 0.60 0.90 0.72 0.62 0.90 0.73 0.80 1.00 0.89 0.82 1.00 0.90 20 220 
3 0.80 0.80 0.80 0.85 0.75 0.80 0.91 0.88 0.89 0.91 0.88 0.89 20 220 
4 0.92 0.97 0.94 0.92 0.90 0.91 0.92 0.97 0.94 0.92 0.97 0.94 20 220 
5 0.70 0.90 0.79 0.77 0.90 0.83 0.70 0.69 0.69 0.75 0.62 0.68 15 30 
6 0.50 0.60 0.55 0.60 0.58 0.59 0.70 0.69 0.69 0.75 0.62 0.68 20 1256 
7 0.70 0.90 0.79 0.70 0.89 0.78 0.90 0.87 0.88 0.90 0.87 0.88 20 220 
8 0.70 0.90 0.79 0.70 0.70 0.70 0.75 0.72 0.73 0.75 0.72 0.73 20 220 
9 0.60 0.90 0.72 0.65 0.90 0.75 0.60 0.90 0.72 0.64 0.87 0.74 20 220 
Avg 0.67 0.85 0.75 0.70 0.83 0.75 0.77 0.86 0.81 0.79 0.84 0.81 − − 
E x p
-  i d 
Medium Large 
Counter Size 
Unsupervised 
Counter Selection 
Supervised Counter 
Selection 
Unsupervised 
Counter Selection 
Supervised Counter 
Selection 
Prec Rec F-M Prec Rec F-M Prec Rec F - M Prec Rec F-M Selected Total 
1 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 20 220 
2 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 20 220 
3 0.95 0.88 0.91 0.95 0.88 0.91 0.91 1.00 0.95 0.91 1.00 0.95 20 220 
4 0.95 0.96 0.95 0.95 0.96 0.95 0.98 0.97 0.97 0.98 0.97 0.97 20 220 
5 0.92 0.92 0.92 0.92 0.92 0.92 0.92 0.87 0.89 0.92 0.87 0.89 15 30 
6 0.92 0.92 0.92 0.92 0.92 0.92 0.92 0.87 0.89 0.92 0.87 0.89 20 1256 
7 0.92 0.80 0.86 0.95 0.79 0.86 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 20 220 
8 0.75 0.70 0.72 0.75 0.70 0.72 0.75 0.90 0.82 1.00 0.95 0.97 20 220 
9 0.70 0.80 0.75 0.75 0.78 0.76 0.80 0.80 0.80 0.80 0.80 0.80 20 220 
Avg 0.90 0.89 0.89 0.91 0.88 0.90 0.92 0.93 0.93 0.95 0.94 0.94 − − 
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For the experiment 4, recommendations of our methodology were consistent (no traces of anomaly and 
discontinuity) across all the repeated baseline performance tests except for one, where the anomaly detection technique 
detected three anomalies, across three different counters, with high cost values, shown in Fig. 8. Upon a careful manual 
inspection of the counters values shown in Fig.7, we concluded that it was a problematic performance test run. The 
‘perfmon’ tool recorded an instance of negative value for the ‘% CPU Utilization” counter and multiple instance of 
negative values for ‘Memory Cache Bytes’ and ‘Avg Disk Writs/Sec’, thereby affecting the precision of the proposed 
methodology, listed in Table 9. Nevertheless, we are not sure of what made perform tool record instances of counters 
with negative values.  
All the identified discontinuities (especially for the logs of two customers) were verified by practitioners. Our 
approach performed up to the satisfaction of the practitioners. For the experiment 6, with effect size set to ‘Small’, the 
approach was able to identify most of the discontinuities with precision and recall of 0.70 and 0.69. With effect size 
set to ‘Medium’, the approach performed better that their expectation, i.e., achieved with excellent balance of precision 
and recall (i.e., 0.92, 0.92).  With effect size set to ‘Large’, the recall of the approach suffered no change in its 
precision. In all the experiments, notably experiments 7 to 9, we find that using supervised counter selection techniques 
in comparison to un-supervised computer selection, show superior results in terms of precision, regardless of the 
effect-size.As a first step to explore on why employing supervised counter selection technique results in higher 
precision that that of employing unsupervised counter selection technique, we looked into the selected performance 
counters recommended by both techniques. We compared the counters recommend by supervised and unsupervised 
counter selection techniques for all the nine experiments. On average (for nine experiments), the performance counters 
suggested by both techniques share 80% common performance counters. On a closer look, we found that 20% of the 
performance counters were different because each methodology picked up the important performance counters at 
different granularities within the same category (i.e., correlated counters).  
4. Conclusion and Future Work 
 The accuracy of a forecasting technique depends of the merit of input data. Analysts spend considerable preparing 
the data in order to conduct a forecast. In this paper we compared the performance of a supervised and unsupervised 
techniques that identify the important performance counters among thousand collected during perforce monitoring of 
large scale systems. We used the recommended counters from each of the techniques to identify discontinuities. A 
large case study on an industrial system as well as a benchmark open source system provides empirical evidence of 
the ability of our approaches to uncover the discontinuities in performance data. In future, we will attempt to study 
and categorize discontinuities with that of the corresponding workloads.  
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